
1. Collect a few mL in a sterile, leak-proof collection vessel.
2. Pack the sample with ice to preserve the viability of the yeast during shipping.
3. Print this form and send it along with your sample.
4. Ship via overnight service (no signature required for delivery).
5. Ship the package on a Monday or Tuesday to ensure the package arrives in time to process before

the weekend.

Brewery Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name: ________________________________________  Telephone No: ____________________________

Email Address: ________________________________________ 

Name of Your Strain (make it short, sweet & unique):

Culture Classification (ale, lager, wild, blend/mixed culture etc):

What are Your Intentions for Banking Your Yeast with BSI?:        Banking Only Ordering Pitchables*

*How Often do You Plan on Ordering this Strain?

BSI CULTURE BANKING FORM

YOUR YEAST INFORMATION

INSTRUCTIONS: SAMPLING AND SHIPPING

CONTACT INFORMATION

Thank you for choosing BSI to bank your culture(s). We charge a nominal $100 per year, per culture fee for 
keeping your strains “in the vault.” The $100 annual banking fee is waived for the following year if you order 
minimum 5 pitchable units yeast 3 or more times in a year. Please note that BSI DOES NOT perform any 
isolation work.  You will need to send ~1ml of the culture(s) in a sterile/sealed bottle, or on an agarose plate 

If possible, please provide the genus and species of the organism(s) being banked:

Is There Anything Else that We Should Know about This Yeast/Special Instructions? 

NOTE: Please understand that growth times may vary depending on the organism(s) you are banking.  A mixed culture may differ in 
proportion once propped to a pitchable size.  If specific proportions are desired, please isolate the organism(s) and bank them sepa-
rately.  Upon receiving your culture for banking, BSI will verify that the culture is viable.  Before you can order a pitchable quantity we will 
confirm with you via email.

BSI offers two convenient billing options:
1. Include a check for the correct amount: $100 per year, per strain.

2. Bill to your existing account.**

**Not a current customer? Set up an account with us today! 719-482-4895 x 7

BILLING OPTIONS

SHIP VIA NEXT DAY SERVICE TO: 
The Brewing Science Institute - 106 Glen Dale Drive - Woodland Park, CO 80863

IMPORTANT: (Allow carrier to drop package WITHOUT a delivery signature)
IMPORTANT: Ship only on a Monday or Tuesday

Questions? Call 719•482•4895 extension 7
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